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Moral Themes in Three Versiuns
of the Bidpai Collection: A Study
of Literary Adaptation

IBRAHIM DAWOOD

In the preseDt work, I iDteDd to study and compare the moral themes
in the frame story of "The LioD aDd the Bull" iD tbe following versions of
tbe Bidpai fables:

I) The Panchatantra 200 B. C.

21 Kalilah Wa Dimnah 750 A. D.
3) Sir Thomas North's The Mora/l Philosophie of Doni 1570, the first

English vesion of the Bidpai collection.

"The LioD aDd the Bull" is the longest talc, aDd from an artistic
viewpoiDt it is ofteD considered tbe best Darrative in the Bidpai collection. It
cODstitute& Book One of The Panchatantra, which itself makes up about
one half of the whole collectioD. ID Kalilah wa Dimnahm the story and a
continuatioD of it added by the Arab traDslator occur iD chapters 5 aDd 6;
it is the longest frame tale in the book. In The Mora/l Philosophie of Doni

"The LioD and the Bull" and its Arabic complementary part make up the
major bulk of North's wark.

Except for some very brief reviews of the 1888 editioD aDd some
contemporary comments, The Mora/l Philasophi'! of Doni has Dot beeD the
subject of critical attentioD. The Pachatantra itself has not beeD the subject
of any compreheDsive analytical study iD English. Scholarship on the Bidpai
collection seems to be concerned with its history rather thaD its artistry.
Tbe Deed for analytical aDd comparative studies aimed at deeper uDdersta-
nding and appreciatioD of the tales themselves becomes evident. This study
attempts to aDswer that need, After presenting some important historical
facts, I will show how, over a period of about eighteeD ceDturies, the Bidpai
collectioD underweDt changes in the HiDdu, Islamic, aDd christian lands.

A study of the variatioDs iD the Bidpai fables will lead us to some of
tbe elements which survived the process of maDY adaptations and traDsl8tion~
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along the route of the fables' journey to Europe, I hope this research will
add to our understanding of literary adaptation and literary translation-
especially in the eighth and sixteenth centuries. I will also analyze social,
religious, political, and cultural concepts which were superimposed upon the
Bidpai collection for didactic purposes at two maj)r stations on the way
from India to the West across the Arab lands,

Historical and Textual Consideraticn

Ibn al.Muqaffac translated "The Lion and the Bull" among other
Panchatantra frame tales from a pehlevi version rendered directly from
Sanskrit, Since this version is now lost we cannot speak of its influence on
the Arabic version, but it is clear that tbe Arab translator dropped some
stories in which Hindu deities or teachings were given important roles such
as the tale of "The Weaver Who Loved a Princess", Others he adapted by
eliminating the Hindu elements, as in "rhe Plover Who Fought the Ocean",

The Morall Philosophie may be viewed as the end product of several
Western versions rather than the work of North as such, Joseph Jacobs
describes its descent as follows;

.-"

It is the English version of an Italian
adaptation of a Spanish translation of
a Latin version of a Hebrew translation
of an Arabic adaptation of the pehlevi
version of tbe Indian original.1

It is clear from Jacob's words that The Morall Philosophie is seven
times removed from the original, It reflects numerous changes in content,
theme, and structure which tbe tale of "The Lion and the Bull" underwent
under various hands in the West, Factors similar to those which influenced
the Arab translator of the Bidpai fables influenced as well in one way or.
another, the Western translators who contributed to The Mora/l Philosphie
of Doni.2 I wiU therefore deal with North's text as a representative of what
happened to the implied moral structure of the Bidpai collection in the
West, while "The Lion and the Bull" in Kali/ah wa Dimnah will &erveto
demonstrate what happened to the same text in the Arab East around eight
centuries earlier.

Moral Themes in The Panchatantra Version

To understand the structuJC of moral values in "The Lion and the
Bull" in Kali/ah wa Dimnah and in The Morall PhiJosophie the world view
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and system of values in the same tale as they occur in The Panchal(lhtra
must first be considered.

In The Ponchatantra, "The Lion and the Bul1'~ takes place in the
court of a lion king in the midst of a forest whose laws and logic are like
those of humans. The lion king is supported by a retinue of animals which
consists of four classes called 'The circle of Four', The Circle of four clearly
reflects th Hindu caste system according to which society is strictly divided
into hierarchical classes to which individuals are tied from birth. It is not
possible according to this system for an individual from a lower class to
move into a higher one.

The plot of "The Lion and the Bull"3 revolves around a jackal called
Victor,' a member of tbe second circle in the lion king's retinue. Victor is
presumptuous and aspires to rank and distinction in tBe court. He even
desires to influence the lion king himself, Seen in Hind u terms, he is a
rebellious mem~er of his caste. Being intelligent, he has a good eye for
opportunities. One day a bull named Lively5 arrives near the forest where
the lion Rusty6 lives. When Victor notices the lion's fear of the bull's loud
bellowing he uses the o~'casion to approach him. Victor holds counsel with
his fellow jackal Cheek7 who recommends that Victor not meddle in the
matter since his lowei:' condition would not q uaUfy him to exert any influence
on the lion,

The self-willed Victor rejects Cheek's advice and holds strongly to
his principle that the intelligent should always searcb for distinction rather
than food. Then he goes to meet tbe ling king and offers his services to bim.
Noticing Victor's intelligence the lion sends him to discover the source of
the bellowing. Finding the bull, Victor repoJts the news to the lion; after
journeying back and forth be convinces Lively to go to meet the lion king
by providing him wth a royal safe-conduct. 1'he lion receives tbe bull and

tbe two very soon becme intimate friends. The buH holds sway over the
dull lion's mind aad courage; as a result the other animals are neglected by
'the lioB and the two jackals are not even allowed to meet with him. The
situation deteriorates when the animals start to suffer .unger since "tbey
lacked the lion's prowess" (pP. 55-56).

What the narrator presents up to this point is an allegory of Hindu
society in which certain factors are disrupting its caste system and order,
and consequently endangering peace and happiness. At the bead tbere is a
Hon king, whose dullness provides the proof of his insufficiency to run bis
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,vQurt properly as one.ofhis class sboutd:1His "qualifications" for kingship
are presented ironically as power, ruthlessness, pride, and baughtiness, As'a

. result of Victor's intrigue, the lion finally kiIt~the bull although he soon
regrets it, This chaos of badly performed rolell, in the two upper castes is
clearly contrar>, to tije Hin,du ide.a~of Qrganiz.ed ~pciety, j;, -, If>";'

. While .t~e.nat:ratorallvdes tbr.ough. Ch}~Fk'S;,wo,rds to t.he.;Hindu
concept of the ideal ~o,cjety in which each m~tl}.rer. functions within his
fixed place in the caste to serve th~ well being of. ,~09it;ty as a whole he in no
way intends to present a~y ideal image of tbe. '!VorId. On the contrary, he
pesents a dark view of it far from the ideal, in whicb pre~umptuous iodivi-
duals such as the jackal Victor care for nothing except self interest; where
ariignorant tyrant such as tbe lion king is always'IIable thrcugh ignorance -
syaoriymous with vice in the story--to bring '(jisorder': vio'lence, and starvation
to'his 'people. The narrator attributes to human' society as a whole the
manners'Bf the forest beasts whose 'major interest is survival at the expense
of the others (pP. 55-7).

.

"t:he tion and the Bull" in Th~" Panchaf.antra does not condone
surrender', Ito'ffers instead the counsei"of '!Vise. living, Prudence is the
proper defe~s~~ga\nst external aggression; it is 'f~vored in fac, oyer force,
Prudence is pr~sen~ed as the key to power apd happiness, The morality
which the tale as a whole preaches is not primarily religious but it is ruled
by social standards, Vict:-r's intrigue is condemned as a cause of disorder

in society rather than as a sin to be punished by some supernatural power,
.

'
,

~oral Themes in the4rabic and in ,he English Versions,

I will address myself to two major points in each version : the overall
wOrldview and the narrator's attitude towards the problem of good and evil,

The narrator of "The Lion and the Bull" in ..Ka/ilah wa Dimnah
presents an image of a world not quite so dark as the one found in The
PlInchatantra version, On the contrary, the man who instructs his sons at
the beginning of the tale in Kalilah wa Dimnah establishes for them the ba$ic
concepts of honorable livmg which corresponds to Islamic idea of ba.lance
between fulfilling our woredly needs and providing a provision for the herea-
fter, between the physical and the spiritual in our life, According to him,
the goals of one'8 life should be riches, dignity, and an appropriate provision
for the life to come, To realize these goals, he thinks, ODeshould earn
money legally, control and invest it properly, and spend it on one's needs,
on things tha~ would please family and friends, and on whatever contributes

..A

,
.\
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to cbarity.s The concept 'of tbe hereafter is introduced as a substitute for
tbe Hindu concept of a cycliC: series of lifetimes, The hereafter in Islam, as
in Christianity, i's an end in itself, which is determined by the individual's
actions in this 1ife, The' Hindu concept of cyclic time is changed into linear
time. The principlescitecl above are among those which the Qur' an esta.
blishes for Moslems,9

In Kalilah wa Dimnah, the king's court is not a reflection of Hindu
hierarch ical society. Dimnah's guilt, tberefore. is interpreted in terms of his

'low condition and vicious nature rater than as a re.ult of a break with
hierarchical structure in the lion king's society. Although, when first in~ro-
duced in tbe tale, tbe lion king is described as "conceited, haughty, detacbed
and contented with his olVn opinion" (p, 46), be does ntH rule within a
rigid class system as does his counterpart in The Panchatantra. Presenting
tbe lion's court in this way the narrator prepares thc' way for his own
addition to tbe tale in the Arabic "The Investigatio'ti of the Conduct of
Dimnah" where the image of the lion and his CO\)~t, recalls the Moslem
ideal of society. From the beginning of the tale, therefore, the narrator
insists on bestowing upon the lion king a more d.igni~ed character. Dimnah
does not presume to ridicule him as his counte~part tioes in The Panchata-

ntra. By declining to stress his dullness and arrogance, the narrator of the
tale in K'.lltl:zhWJ DimnlJh reserves the right to change.the lion's character
in his own version.

In tbe part of the tale entitled "The Ivestigation of the Conduct of
Dimnah" not only does the lion feel sorry for murdering shanzabah and

rellize that his action was both hasty and mistaken but he alsQ seeks justice
by asking his counsel to investigate the crime of Dimnah, The narrator
shows how human society can and should be a place where justice reigns
where good is rewarded and evil is punisbed, where humans are not ruled
by the forest law of the survival of the fittest in mutual self-prey, an impre-

ssion which looms large in The Panchatantra.

What image of the world do we fiod in The MQrall Philosophie?
In the prologue to the tale the narrator presents a somber world view the
tale reflects. He superimposes on the work a gloom not found in the Ka/ilah
wa Dimnah version.10 His view of the world recalls that of Christianity, He
writes i

Surely reader, this book shall be a looking
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glasse for thee, wherin thou sbalt most lively behold
the day lie and present dauogers and deceytes of mans
most miserable lyfe, and the eyes ofthy underrstanding
shall be made open' to discerne the flatteries of
disccytfull men, and the wisdom of this most guileful
worlde: by meanes wherof yee may easily blotte out
many malignant effects of this (alas) our crooked age,
(p, 14)

"...:.

One means used by the narrator of The Morall Philos( phie to support
his view of the frame tale as an illustration of a dark and evil world is to
make the vicious mule (who stands here for the jackal Dimnah in the
Arabic) ironically condemn the world as evil, In following such a plan, the
narrator wants to present evil as self-condemned. In his inroductory words
to the bull the mulel sees only evil in the world: "Truly faith hath left hir
habitation on the earth, and bountie reigneth no more in any land" (P. 146),

The Morall Philosophie is set as an image of what the narrator
labels in the respective titles of its three major parts as ". . . the wonderful
abuses of this wretched world," "... the great treason of the Court of this
World," and ". . , the end of the treason and miseries of the Court of tbis

World,"

As seen by the lionking's mother in the Arebic version, who does not
appear in The Panchatntra version. Dimnao's intrigue is a betrayal of the
lion king, which harms him and the public as well. She thinks that unless
such a crime is punished other vicious individuals may feel tempted to
commit other crimes. To protect the community from similar crimes Ille
lioB's mother insists that it is the lion king's duty to put Dimnah to death
and thus rid the court of evil.

The mother's reasoning is in fact a paraphrase of the Quranic verse: .

In the Law of Equality
There is (saving of) Life
To you, 0 ye men of understanding;
That ye may
Restrain yourselves ,11

according to which a murderer should receive the death penalty unl~ss the
aggrieved family gives remission. The application of this religious law is
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considered necessary to prevent further bloodshed and to protect society
from continued violence. The sense of injustice we feel at the end of "The
Lion and tbe Bull" in The Panchatllntra because Victor's intrigue goes
unpunished is the major force behind Ibn al-Muqaffac's addition of "The
Investigation of the Conduct of Dimnah" to the original tale, The lion orders
a court to look into Dimnah's crime. The court applies Islamic laws: it
convicts Dimnah only after two witnesses bear testimony against him, and
th:reupon he is executed by the order of the king.

In "The Investigation of the Conduct of Dimnah " Ibn al.Muqaffac

introduces anotber Islamic element clearly lacking in the original Sanskrit .-
tbat is the theological nature of Dimnah's guilt, Dimnah's intrigue is seen
by Kalilab his brother, not only as a social vice which brings disruption

to the Hon king's court but also as a sin that must be puni6hed in the
hereafter. As KaIilah reprimands Dimnah in jail for never listening to his
moral instruction he ends up by telling him that he should repent his sin:

I advise you to admit your crime and to
aCknowledge your sin for you are dying
inevitably. And to be executed for what
you hive done is better than to be tOFmented
in the hereaf[er, with sinners and profligates
(p. 112).

The narrator in The Moral/ Philosophie stres-ses tbe theological aspect
of the mule's intrigue even more than his counterpart in tbe Arabic, He
associates the punishment with divine justice. When the leopard overhears
the ass' reproof of the mule and his condemnation of the intrigue he imme-
diately realizes thit if he w~re allowej to overhear such a reproof it was
because God wanted it to b" so. And he figures that the mule should b,
punished by the wrathful lion, "and that he should dearely buye the Princes
griefe, falling into that snH: he had layde for many others' (pp. 222-23).

The narrator in The Morall Philosoph ie, unlike his counterpart in the
Arabi;:, tries to present the nature and inner strugl!le of evil characters in his
attempt to shape our attitude towards evil in general, Rejecting the world,
in the narrator's terms, becomes in filet equivalent to strugglin& against
evil. He presents the conflicts in the soul of a vicious chaFacter such as the
mule in order to arouse the reader's disiust at evil, and ~o instruct him on
the motivations of evil characters. After the mule's loss of his prestige in
the lion king's court, following the arrival of the bull, he loses his temper
aad falls into a state of psychological disorder, His anger a~ the bull runs
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rampant-a situation which leads him to intrigate his intrigue bctween the
lion and the bull. The conflict in the mule's feelings on this occasion is
clearly evident in his speech to the ass (P. 112). .-!

After discussing the treatment of plot in the Arabic and in the English
versions of "The Lion aod the Bull" and the moral issues related to it, it
would be worthwhile to investigate whether or not they share a common
attitude as to how one should live.

Kalilah wa Dimnah recognizes the existence of evil in the world. It
also assumes tbat man is doomed by fate-a tbeme illustrated in 'The Story
of the Man Who Escaped from the Wolf.' But it does not call on man to
surrender to evil powers nor to become moraNy perfect. While it doesaccept
the Islamic principles of fate, charity, and the laws of reward and punishment
in the hereafter, and integrates some of these principles ia the tale, it urges
man to use his reason properly in the first place; it does not see prudence
as inconsistent with being a good Moslem. Man is an intetlilent being and

he should use prudence to protect himself against evil. The narrator of the
Arabic version by no means renounces the world; his version praises a
moderate style of living in which tbe spiritual and the physical needs of man
are fulfilled.

The narrator in The Morall Philosophie, on tbe othor band, presents
a theological attitude towards the problem of evil in the world. While
magnifying the image of evil he often admonishes the reader against it
(P. 128). He calls on him to see the world as inherently evil. Therefore,
he thinks that one sbauid reject evil and be upright in word and in deed to
avoid God's punishment and to gain heaven's reward, It should be men-
tioned, however, that many parenthetical stories aDd fables in The Mcrall
Phi/osophie illustrate man's need for prudence in order to defend himself
against the evil powers around him; but the narrator tends to derive from
tbem moral ratber than practical lessons. An action for him is classified as
either good or evil ratber tban prudent or imprudent. To live prudently for
bim is equivalent to living uprightly. Such morality is opposed to tbat of
Kalilah wa Dimnah which is mainly practical and only secondarily theolo-
gical.12

In dealing with moral themes in tbe frame tale of "The Lion and the
Bull" in The Panchatantra, in Kalilah wa Dimnah and in The Moral/
Phi/osphie of Doni we have discovered three different moral systems, influe-

nced by the respective religious values of Hinduism, Islam, and mcdicval
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Christianity. The moral themes in The Panchatantra version are iofluenced
by the negative Hindu view of the material world and by the Hindu rejection

of the human body's attraction to concrete and material surroundings.-which
Hindus call 'prakriti.' The dark image of the world in The Panchat,mtra
version of "The Lion and the BuW' is a result of these Hindu concepts. In
addition to this, the Barrator implicity suggests that the symbolic society in
the tale is vicious because its members do not perform the proper and peaceful
roles assigned to them within the caste ioto which they are born. From
the Hindu perspective evil arises when individ uals break away from the
teachings of 'Karma,' and 'Samsara.'lS The solution of the problem of evil
in the story as Cheek says to Victor is for the individual to perform his
role peacefully and prudently within his caste. This is not to minimize the
apparent emphasis of the work as a whole on prudence as a way of life.

'rhe Hindu concepts and morality in the tale are not at odds with prudence.

In the Arabic vtVsion the somber image of the world is not
exaggerated. The fact that Islam, as a religion. speaks to both the spiritual
and worldly needs of man influences the plot of the story in Kalilah wa
Dimnah. The crime of Dimnah is not seen as a reflection of an innatcly evil
and remediless world but as a sin puoishable by the religious laws of Islam,
not only in the hereafter, but on earth as well. St;cn punishment is consi-
dered necessary, as we have seen, for the protection and well being of society.
The narrator adds Islamic coocepts to the story such as the l.1w of Equality,
laying out the basis for prosperous hving at the outset of the story, the
preparation for the heaeafter, the frequent reference to God, and the details

of how to fulfil justice. However, he does Dot neglect the original panchatantra
emphasis on the importance of prudence as a way of protecting oneself
against aggression in this world, and as a way of doing what is wise on the
right occasion in order to realize a worldly happiness which does not
contradict one's spiritual fulfillment. And this is why there is a great deal
of discussion of questions related to practical life and ethics as sueh, the
elimination of which would not detract from the literary unity of the tale.

In The Morall Phi/osophie of Doni the narrator superimposes on
tbe Arabic text a somber world view which, a we said, is identical with
that of Christianity. He lays emphasis on the lheohgical constq uences of
vices and virtues rather than on reasoning and the value of prudence.
He does, however, retain the Arabic version's treatment of the theme of the
theme of crime and how it must be punished. While the work as a whole
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still illustrates tbe importaace of prudence as a way of life, th~ narrator'
constantly emphasizes the necessity of the rejection of evil and urges the

reader to live uprightly,

The changes of the Bidpai tradition in the Arabic and rnglish versions
explored in this study are many; the nature and numter ofthese changes
may justify describing the two versions as examples of literary adaptation,

The concept of faithful traoslation is represented by neither. Although the
term adaptation was not used in the eighth and sixleenth centuries in its
modern sense, the literary form it denoteiO is represented by both K'11ilah wa
Dimnah and The Morall Phi/osophie, Ibn al.Muqaffac was aware throughout
his reworking of the Bidpai narrative of the need to "adapt the Sanskrit
material which he drew from his pehlevi sources to tbe needs and tastes of
his Arab Moslem readers; tbe Western translatcrs wbo contributed to The
Morall Phi/osophie, on the other hand, adapted that same tradition to
Christian tastes, The introduction of the Bidpai narrative into these different
cultures meant the superimposition upon the work of new social, political,
religious, and cultural concepts and the eliminaticD of some original ones,
But all in all the three texts which have formed the basis of our tbesis reveal
that. regardles of country and creed, fundamental buman truths are expressed
in these animal fables, Beyond translation and adaptation, the tales survive
with surprising vigor to our own day,
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Notes and References

C' IJntroduction be Joseph Jaco1->sin
Sir Thomas North. Fables of Bidpai,
The Morall Philosophie of Doni, ed,
Joseph Jacobs (London: David
NuH,18881. p, xi, page refnences

to this book will hereafter be cited
in the text,

JSince there were many translators

who contributed to the work I will
not refer to any specific one among
them as I proceed to discuss the
text; I will rather refer to the narra-

tor as sucb, wilJ refer. however, to
Ibn al Muqaffac as the author of at
least a part of the tale we are dealing
wirh. since the Arabic version is
clearly his alone,

sPor my study of the original

Sanskrit text I have used The Panc-
hotantra as translated from the
Sanskrit by Arthur Ryder (Chicago:
The University of Chicago press,
1964) Ryder's source is the puroa-
bhadra version ( 1199 A,D, ) which
Johannes Hertel edited and
published in 11108; it is the most
authentic text of the original Poncha-

tantra. Page references to Ryder's
translation will hereafter be cited in
the text,

'Ihis name ia the original Sanskrit
is 'Damanaka.'

iThe bull's name in the original is
'Nandaka.'

6'pjngalaka' is the lion king's

name in the Sanskrit version.

7'Karataka' is the name in the
Sanskrit version.

BSee Kalilah wa Dimnoh. Trans.
from Peblevi by 'Abdallah Ibn al-
Muqaffac, ed, Taha Husayn and

'Abd al -Wahhab Azzam (Cairo:

Matbac at al -Mac arif, 1941), PP.

43-44. This edition is deemed by
critics as the most dependable of all
Arabic editions of Ibn al-Muqaffac's
work, Page references to to this
book will hereafter be cited in the
text, The quotations from the book
are given in my own translation,

9$eeQur'-an, S. 11,,177.

10fhis somber world view, howe-
ver, is counterbalanced in the English
version by a good deal of humor in

the treatment of the evil character
of the' mule, which gives the text
both Iiveliness and vigor.

llQur'-an, S. 11,179.

12See Ahmad Amin, Duha al.lslam,

6th ed, (Cairo, Makta bat al-Nahdah
al-Misriyyah, 1961), P. 227. Amin
refelS to t.he morality of Ibn al-
Muqaffac in Kalilah wa Dimnah as
one based on philosophy rather than
on religion. He mentions, however,
that such morality does not contra-
dict the spirit of religioD. Islamic
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spirit in Kalllah wa Dimnah. home-
vcr. has been discussed by other
Arab scholars who often identify
statements scattered throughout the
book which refkct ideas found in
the Qur' ao or in the tradition of
prophet Muhammad.

13For the meaning of these terms
see David R. Kinsley. Hinduism A
Cultural perspective lEnglewood
Cliffs. N, J,: Prentice. Hall. Inc..
1982, pp, 84 . 85). Here, Kinsley
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writes ;

'Kharma.' the moral law of cause

and affect by which one reaps

what one sows, and 'samsara,'
rebirth, combine to teach that the

particular caste into which one is

born is determined by one's past

actions and that the caste that

one will be born into in the

future is being determined in the

pre~ent by how one acts,

'"


